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NAME: POTALLAPALLY SAI RUCHITHA  

CLASS: 10th CLASS  
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My name is P.Sai Ruchitha I am studying class 10
th

 in S.D.V.R ZPSS Gangaram. The Tanla Foundation organized 

special classes for 10
th

 graders. Teachers with good experience told us Maths, Physics and English classes 

regularly in the evening time, these special classes have been very use full to me there are no doubts about the 

lessons taught by the teachers in the school and any lessons can help a lot in learning new things. Before that to 

me Maths learned not to come so learned better in their classes. They used to cook snacks and tiffins for us while 

conducting classes, Doing so will bring more interest to the class. I did very well in the special classes and I wrote 

my final exams well through those special classes. My thanks to the TANLA FOUNDATION for providing such 

assistance as well as my aspiration to always be doing similar program.  

PARENTS FEEDBACK  

My name P.varalaxmi, I have a daughter named p. sai ruchitha, she was studied class 10
th

 S.D.V.R.Z.P.S.S. B, 

GANGARAM Government school, While she was studying in class 10
th

 TANLA FOUNDATION conducted special 

classes, and helped a lot to improve her education, my daughter has doubts in physics and math’s. By concocting 

special classes many doubts have been clarified easily .so these classes not only useful for my daughter but also 

her friends to by conducting these classes ,average students also and clever students  also improved their 

education levels , TANLA FOUNDATION has provided snacks for them, while the classes are running the students 

got much interest this is very good thing ,according to this  my daughter has written SSC exams in well manner, 

so we are very thanks to TANLA for their heart cooperation one we hope that this assistant will be continued in 

the future, Thanks to TANLA FOUNDATION.  



TEACHER FEEDBACK  

My name is B, SARALA SA- MATHS in S.D.V.R Z.P.S.S B GANGARAM, I would like to extend my best wishes in 

advance to all those who are doing good work in our school,Class 10
th

 students has been improved academic 

standards by  special classes  ,it is use full  for complete learning which  has been already learnt in class room , 

my student SAI RUCHITHA a lo ted much time for maths in special class and home, no pressure from any one and 

did it self ,upcoming lessons  related to maths have known early and listened class carefully in the  special class 

,if there are any doubts  she ask quickly to solve, she had come to known how to explain learning things and 

explained to remaining students ,improved a lot maths structures  have been keenly ,she has prepared well for 

board exams ,in the class on also learns regular courage and prepared  own maths teaching tools ,my desire is 

to be at the top level of having a good personality that is not wrong in sai ruchitha fiture,the special classes 

TANLA FOUNDATION  conduct after  the exams will be of great use to all  students in future. 

Thank you, 

Tanla Foundation. 


